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INTER-VIEW

Collective writing of masks works in a similar way.
Following the same rule, the authors were not informed

Between August 2017 and April 2018, the authors of this

about the content of each other’s texts, but the final

publication received invitations to give interviews. The

product had to encompass the conditions of writing them.

invitation specified that the interview does not contain

To paraphrase, the writing did not necessarily have to

a specific task but anticipates the temporal development

culminate with a publication corresponding to a book and

of a relationship between the mask of everyday life

we can ask phenomenologically and suspiciously: is it

and a video tape (VHS). According to its conception the

really a book?

writing of inter-view was supposed to connect the mask
and the video tape as modi of the past time and expand

+

the present of writing as “reviewing” of the relationship
between the mask and the tape.
So, “reviewing”, in this and all texts published in

The idea of collective mask-writing sprang up in 2017 as
“Aikas Žado” association was establishing “The Invisible

this book, encompasses the “gazing into oneself” which

Man’s Cinematheque”. The Association, housed in Žeimiai

connects the representational function of the mask and

Manor House and titled with of “a name and last name

the act of representation as designation.

from A to Ž”, also marking a ga(s)p and loss of words,

The concept of video masks also encompasses the
material form of this publication. That is because the

perceives the estate and interactions within it as a
single, continuously developed artwork.

relationship of a mask and a video tape is first and

The conceptual connection between the territory of

foremost defined within it as having already occurred and

the estate and the artwork is carried out by “Aikas

encompassing the paradox of immaterial law – which is,

Žado Laboratory”, established by the Association and

also, the book. Therefore, the writing of a video mask is

encompassing not only production of specific artistic

also the changing of the immaterial law of the book.

output, but also conceptions and practices of prevention

We recall the ending of Michelangelo Antonioni’s

and preservation (conservation and restoration) based on

“Zabriskie Point”, in which, as music by Pink Floyd is

eco-critical philosophy and linked to the Žeimiai Manor

playing, books appear amongst the exploding elements.

House as a heritage site.

It is precisely their accidental appearance in one

The establishment of the cinematheque was boosted by

consciousness rather than appearance of different

the necessity to acquire the collection of video (VHS)

subjectivities and subjects in one book that allows for

tapes which were gifted to the Association in 2017 and

sabotaging the system of signifiers serving “one’s own”

mostly belonged to anthropologist and professor Romas

discourses of power.
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Vaštokas. The title of the cinematheque points towards

[SEARCHING FOR THE PLOTLINE AS IF FOR A FAMILIAR FACE]

the criticism of domination and immaterial law, as
well as strategies of enforcing it (such as gifting and

As I start writing I find out that Mexico has been

creating a cult of personality).

devastated by a powerful seven-degree earthquake, which
occurred on the same date, 19 September, as in 1985, when
A.G.

another earthquake took ten thousand lives.
“The nature has revealed her merciless face, performing
the same act of radical destruction on the anniversary
of a tragedy”, one of the international media channels
comments Facebook. “The merciless face of nature”? The
article is accompanied by a photo. It shows the broken
spine of home, modernism shattered into bits. In the
corner of the photograph a lonely dog is sitting with
Le Corbusier's modernist armatures hanging over him. Of
course, I cannot be certain if the dog is, in fact, lonely.
I don't know his usual face, his canine, not human face.
Perhaps I am the lonely one, as a man, a white one, one
from the former Second World, one who is automatically
assigned a midlife crisis, one who, upon seeing a dog,
presumes that the dog is lonely. And what does it mean,
that "merciless face of nature", a statement – Lithuanian
"ištara" – of a self-devouring or autocannibalistic,
uncivilised nature, and, by extension, myself?
If you don’t know what “ištara” is, here are the
meanings of the word “ištara” offered by an automatic
translation. First meaning: something that is said,
pronounced: "At once it was a unanimous ìštara, i.e.,
everyone spoke in unison". Second meaning – statement,
decision, decree: „My ìštara is such: throughout three
days you will stand as a page by my throne. Determined in
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ištaros." Third meaning. The last, the lowest, the worst of

attacked her and slashed her throat with a knife. “I never

people: "All the ìštaras of this world, even they otherise

encouraged such cruelty in him when I raised him. I never

you." One does not need to know precisely what "otherise"

thought this could happen” – said the deceased cannibal’s

means to guess the possible meanings.

mother. According to the initial reports, A. Mapekula had

In the accompanying photograph I see people with their

mental health issues related to drug use – that was the

faces submerged in rubble. They are looking for survivors,

claim of the town mayor Bulelva Mabengu. According to a

the ones still alive, the buried, the dead. What are their

neighbour’s testimony, the young man was expelled from

faces?

university because of his drug use. "All in all, he was a

I look for them. The gaze slides down over the liquid

shy character."

crystals of the screen. The algorithms picked up by an

More recommended reading. An article on a cannibal

artificial mind bring up a new article. Headline honeypot.

poet from Mexico. Here’s the missing part of the plot.

Clickbait. I'm hooked. “A cannibal ties a noose around his

Let's click. Poet, portrait, cannibalism. In 1928 Brazilian

neck”. “RSA police forces shot a cannibal who had been

poet Oswald de Andrade published “The Cannibal Manifesto”

devouring a woman’s headless body in front of their eyes.

(Manifesto Antropofago), in which he claims that cultural

The officers fired because the man did not obey and did

cannibalism is the best way for Brazil to fortify itself

not stop eating the body", informs "The Independent”.

in the dominant European culture. The most endorsed, at

Click click. I click. To summarize, police bullets hit

least by Wikipedia, is this iconic line of the manifesto:

the 23-year-old cannibal Afiv Mapekula in the leg, arm and

"Tupi or not Tupi: that is the question". In this way the

stomach. The suspect was taken to a hospital where he

autochthonic cannibal tribe Tupi devours Shakespeare (“to

died on 12 September, announced newsru.com. The incident

be or not to be”). Next line. "Only cannibalism connects

happened on 9 September in the town of Mount Frere. The

us. Socially, economically. Philosophically. A unique law

police received a tip about a domestic incident. In the

of nature. A hidden expression of individualism and a

crime scene they found the headless body of 35-year-old

collective action". Just like this cannibalistic text, a

Tembisa Masumpa, with the suspect beside it. The police

collection of readings recommended by search engines and

fired a couple of warning shots, but that did not hold back

social network algorithms, slowly connecting the sentences

Mapekula, who at first was eating the woman’s body, and

and attaining its own plotlines, features, mask, portrait,

then lashed at the officers with a knife. Without hesitation,

face.

the officers started shooting at him. How did they get

Somebody from yet another corner of the world shares

there? The police were called by A. Mapekula’s mother. She

this on Facebook: "The irony is that the unified 'self'

saw how the woman tried to leave after a row, but her son

never existed and here we can focus for a bit on Thomas
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Metzinger, a neurophilosopher. He claims that a thing

the sky – through drones, satellites and the like – may

such as self does not exist. The 'self' is generated by

seem to line up with a certain pattern of actions which

the brain, which is an information processing system

the USA assigns to the definition of military action. Today

that collects data in order to construct the identity of

these attacks against unidentified persons make up a large

each personality. But since we don't have access to this

part of all cases".

technical process, we cannot live without these personal
identities, which resemble woven clusters of information".
Here the signature starts to clear up. The signature

Chamayou later explains that "the analysis of human
life patterns could more accurately be defined as the
‘blending of geospace and link analysis.’ To clarify what

of the plotline, serial cannibalism, algorithms pushing

is being described here, imagine Facebook, Google Maps and

clickbait. Speaking of signatures, do you know what a

Outlook Calendar blending into a single map. It produces

signature strike is? First, let's clear up the context. In

a composite of social, spatial and temporal data; a mixed

"Drone Theory" (Penguin, 2015) Gregoire Chamayou quotes

cartography of the spheres of socius, locus and tempus –

The New York Times and claims that once a week more

in other words, a three-dimensional combination which

than 100 employees of the US National security apparatus

describes the human life not only through its regularities,

gather to discuss suspected terrorists' biographies via

but also its inconsistencies".

video teleconference and advise the US president on which
terrorist should die next.
"When the list of nominations is completed, it is sent

And now we can raise the question – although, of
course, we are not being hunted by drones dashing
overhead, at least in the strictest sense of this sentence –

to the White House, where the president vocally confirms

what are the combinations of dimensions, trajectories,

each name. Once this list of the condemned is confirmed,

regularities and inconsistencies of life, as well as the

the drones finish the job."

data blends that define our Lithuanian lives, generate our

Chamayou continues: "Alongside these 'personal strikes'

personal signatures, draw our portraits?

there are also 'signature strikes' – that means that

The robots relentlessly pushing clickbait advise to

attacks are authorized by markers, indications or certain

return to Mexico, where an especially famous case occurred.

characteristics. These attacks target people whose identity

A cannibal poet was captured. In 2007, police knocked on

remains unknown but whose role suggests, signals or denotes

the door of a local poet, 38-year-old Jose Luiso Calva,

membership in a 'terrorist organization'".

suspecting him to have been accessory to his girlfriend's

In these cases, the attacks are carried out without
precise identification of the person being targeted. The

disappearance. J. L. Calva wrote poems and earned a living
by selling his signed works on the street.

selection depends on behaviour which, when observed from
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After knocking on his door, the police found Jose eating

its spinning rim, accidentally appearing in the clouds;

a steak of human meat seasoned with lemon. Calva tried

a smiling face, an emoticon sent by somebody in a text

to run, jumped through the window, hurt himself severely

message.

and was detained. In his apartment the police found the

Why do we care so much about faces? Do you know

dismembered body of a woman, possibly his ex-girlfriend,

about pareidolia, which describes a process during which

a fridge stacked with human flesh, a pan with fried human

our brain reacts to stimuli, usually sight and sound,

meat and human bones in a box of cereal. They also

by creating familiar patterns and figures where there's

found an unfinished manuscript titled "Cannibal Instincts

actually not a bit or whiff of them? This is how we find

or Twelve Days" (“Instintos Caníbales o 12 días”). The

rabbits on the moon, pyramids on Mars, this is how we

cover was illustrated with a photo of Anthony Hopkins

discern our dream in a beloved face.

as Hannibal Lecter. It was retouched slightly to better
resemble the author of the unfinished book.
The details of this case are reminiscent of Hollywood
films. Calva was a poet and author of horror stories.

Here's another recommendation. "A face-reading AI will
be able to recognize your political views, sexuality and IQ
score". A face, information about it as means of control,
information that can be sold, a biopolitical war zone.

According to one witness, whose name was not disclosed by

New keywords, hashtags. Your portrait, your

the police, Calva was interested in animal porn, witchcraft

characteristics, known, recorded, traceable, indecipherable,

and Marquise de Sade's novel "The 120 Days of Sodom".

hidden; characteristics which let Google decide, for

Calva was a dedicated consumer of alcohol and cocaine, who

example, that you are 60% male and/or 70% female, because

paid off these habits by making one of his lovers sell his

you were looking for information on engine oil in the

hand-copied novels and short stories in the streets for one

morning and the latest makeup tendencies in the evening.

euro a piece.

Let's swap faces, let’s belong to other species. Let’s

If you are wondering why I use so many graphic

search for what does not belong to us, at least according

details, I can only remind you that it is precisely the

to Google’s algorithms. For example, Iggy Pop wants to be

details which make up the portrait and make it realistic,

your dog. The dog that I previously described as lonely is

convincing; they create an “authentic” face. The face of

sitting in the aforementioned photograph as if he was a

nature; a face buried by an earthquake, thousands of these

writer or a crocodile. While writers write, crocodiles like

faces; a portrait of a criminal; the face of a cannibal

being on t-shirts. T-shirts are often wet but can also be

devouring, biting into another face; the face of a corrupt

colourful. Colours blending, devouring each other, like a

politician who has lost his face; a face drawn carelessly

single line, in our heads, gives way to a different line,

with a finger on a dirty car, engraved with a laser on

then one more, until lines become abstractions and then
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[MR. OBSTACLE]

fall into specific shapes, as if it was a communal portrait
of us all with our heads submerged in rubble after an
earthquake, looking for survivors or the dead, the quake
of our communal earth which we all share, the earthquake,
which, over history known and unknown to us, has mixed
over billions of genes, photographs, faces, which may even
right now be scanned by internal and external algorithms,
while all around, like in social networks, smileys and
other emoticons are flying around, DI fishermen are still
pushing clickbait. Texts devour and reshape my face, our
face. Submerged under rubble, it devours itself, us, yours.
Like the aforementioned cannibal tribe Tupi, they devour
Shakespeare. Shakespeare’s moustache is sticking out of
their mouths. Moustache quivers and causes earthquakes. A
lonely dog is sitting, but it would be too human to claim
that. People, their heads are submerged in rubble, they are
looking for survivors, looking for something familiar.
What are their faces? What are our faces?
Valentinas Klimašauskas
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